1. What word did Milo power the cannon with?
   a. for  
   b. and  
   c. but  
   d. so

2. What happened as a result of this?

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

3. The Soundkeeper gave Milo a package to take with him on his journey. What was in the package? Why do you think she gave this to Milo?

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Where did Milo, Tock, and Humbug find themselves after leaving the Valley of Sound?
   a. The Island of Decisions  
   b. The Island of Conclusions  
   c. The Island of Canbe  
   d. The Island of Choices

5. How did they end up there?

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
6. What did Milo learn from his short stay on the island?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

7. What is a dodecahedron?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

8. The Mathemagician isn’t your average magician, what types of tricks are his specialty?

_____________________ tricks

9. What can you find in the land of Infinity?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

10. What can you find in the land of Infinity?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________
1. What word did Milo power the cannon with?  
   a. for  
   b. and  
   c. but  
   d. so

2. What happened as a result of this?  
   As a result, the cannon blew apart the fortress. All of the sounds, old and new, came rushing out of the vaults and into the air, allowing the people to have sound again.

3. The Soundkeeper gave Milo a package to take with him on his journey. What was in the package? Why do you think she gave this to Milo?  
   In the package were the sounds of train whistles at night, leaves burning, the crunching of toast, creaking bed springs, busy department stores, and all kinds of laughter. She gave him these things because in far-off, lonely places, familiar sounds can warm the heart.

4. Where did Milo, Tock, and Humbug find themselves after leaving the Valley of Sound?  
   a. The Island of Decisions  
   b. The Island of Conclusions  
   c. The Island of Canbe  
   d. The Island of Choices

5. How did they end up there?  
   They ended up there because they jumped off a course. Whenever you decide something without having a good reason, you jump to conclusions, and that is how they landed on the island.
6. What did Milo learn from his short stay on the island?

After being on the island, Milo decided he was going to have a very good reason before he made up his mind about anything because you waste too much time jumping to conclusions.

7. What is a dodecahedron?

A dodecahedron is a mathematical shape that has 12 flat faces.

8. What is the main business of Digitopolis?

The main business of Digitopolis is mining for numbers.

9. The Mathemagician isn't your average magician. What types of tricks are his specialty?

Math tricks

10. What can you find in the land of Infinity?

In the land of infinity, you can find the biggest, smallest, the most, and the least of everything.